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6. Write down the equation of continuity for thr2e dimensionai incompl'essible

flow.

10. What are the non-dimensional numbers used ill the model study of

(a) Subma..rine and (b) Floating Vessel?



11. For the pip~ network shown ill the Fig. obtain the discharge distribution in the

pipes. For the head loss in friction in pipe use the following equation:

12. (a) A cylinder of diameter 75 nun and length 150 mm slides inside a circular

vertical tube of 80 mm bore. The annular space is filled with oil of

dynamic viscosity 0.9 poise. Determine the weight of the cylinder if i~.

falls through at a speed of 1.5 m/sec.

(b) Derive Euler's equation of motion and hence deduce Bernoulli's equation.

State clearly the assumptions anci limitations.

13. (a) A cylinder of 2.50 m diameter, 1.0 m long and weighing 2.450 kN rests on

the horizontal floor. On one side there is water to a depth of 0.60 ill and

on the other side there is oil of sp. gr. 0.80 to a depth of 1.25 <no

Determine the vertical and horizontal force need to be applied to keep the



~ermine the-differential pressure ( P", - PB) in terms of kN/m2 shown

T W~=-·-_ A -- _."



15. (a) Oil of mass d~nsity 800 kg/m3 and dynamic viscosity 0.02 p'1ise flows

through a 500 rnm diameter pipe of length 500 rnm at the rate of

0.19 liUs. State whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. Also determine

the velocity at the axis of the pipe and stress at the wall.

(b) The discharge through a Venturimeter of S1ze 1.0 m x 0.75 m 1S

1.57 m
3

of water per second. Kinematic viscosity of water IS

1 x 10-<; m
2
/s. AI: 5 model was used to test the venturirneter using air

as the fluid. Kinematic viscosity of air is 1.5 x 10-5 m2/s. Determine the
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1. Define the following fluid properties:

(a) Weight density

(b) Specific gravity.

2. Convert 1 Kg/s.m dynamic viscosity and express in SI unit.

3. Write C.G.distance and area of the following sections :

(a) Triangle

(b) Trapezium.

4. Distinguish between metacentre and metacentric height.

5. What are types I)ffluid flow?

6. What do you mean by equipotentialline?

7. What are the assumptions made in the derivation (If Bernoulli's equation?

8. WhHt is the difference between pitot tube and pitot static tube?

9. Find~he di8ension for

(a) Dynamic viscosity

(b) Kinematic viscosity of fluids.

10. What are the'types of forces acting in moving fluid?



PART B - (5 x 16 = 80 marks)

11.· Calculate the pressure and density of air at height of 40,00b ill from sea-levol
~essure and temperature of the air at MSL are 10.143 N/cm2 and 15'0
respectively .. The temperature lapse rate is given as 0.0065°C/m. Take density
of air at sea level equal to 1.285 kglm3. (16)

A rectangular plane surface 2 m wide and 3 m deep lies in water in such
a way that its plane makes an angle 30° with the free surface of water.
Determine the total pressure and position of centre of pressure when HIEI

upper edge is 1.5 m below the free water surface. (H))

Or

(b) Tne end gates ABC of a lock is 9 m high and when closed include an angle
of 120°. The width of the lock is 10 m. Each gate is supported by two
hinge located at 1 m and 6 m above the bottom of the lock. The depths (If

water on the two sides are 8 ill and 4 m respectively. Find

Resultant water force on each gate

Reaction between the gate AB and Be and

(iii) Force on each hinge, consideririg the reaction of the gate acting in
the same horizontal plane as resultant water pressure. (16)

t Elevation

(a) (i) A jet of water from a 25 rom diameter nQzzle is ?ireeted verti::ally
upwards. Assuming that the jet remains circular and neglecting
any loss of energy that will be th~ diameter at a point 4.5 m above
the noz::le, if the velocity with which the jet leaves the nozzle is

:'> 1'2 mls. (3)
"'- ~"'/.'

+~) 7 The velocity components in a tw0-4mensional flow field for an
~ \~ incompressible fiuid are as follows:,...,.

Obtain an expression for the stream function If .

(b) State and prove Euler equation and deduce Bernoulli's equation from it.
(6)



A 30 cm x 15 cm venturimetcr is provided in a vertical pipeline carrying
oil specific gravity 0.9, the flow being upwards. The difference in
elevation of the -throat section and entrance section of the venturimeter is
30 cm. Th6 differential U-tube mercury manometer shows a gauge
deflection of 25 cm. Calculate (i) the discharge of oil and (ii) the pressure
difference between entrance section ac.d throat s~ction, take co---€fficiE.nt
of meter as 0.98 and specific gravity of mercury as 13.6. (16)

(b) (i) Prove that the equation of the free jet of liquid IS given by the
expression, y=xtane-(gx2/2U2)sec2e where

x, y = C(}-{)rdinates of point on the jet

U = Velocity of issuing jet

e = Inclination of the jet with horizontal.

(ii) A vertical wall is of 8 m height. A jet of water is coming out from a
nozzle with a velocity of 20 mfs. The nozzle is situated at a distance
of 20 m from the vertical wall and the angle of projection of nozzle
to the horizontal so that the jet of water just clears the top of the
wall. (8)

(ii) The efficiency 7] of fan depends on c.ensity p, dynaIDlc viscosity jJ

of the flwd, angular velocity OJ, diameter d of the rotor and the
discharge Q. Express 7] in terms of diffiensionless parame\:ers.

(b) (i) Define Reynold's and Froude's numter and find the expression fur
both. (6)

(ii) A 7.2 ill high and 15 ill long spillway discharges 94 m3/s discharge
under a head of 2.0 m. If a 1 : 9 scale m(}1el of this spillway is to be
constructed, determine model dimensions, head over spillway model
and the model discharge. If model experiences a force 7500 N
(764.53 Kgf), determine force on the prototype. (0)
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11. (i) Explain the different types of ma':lometers with the help of neat
diagrams. (8)

(ii) The space between 2 .3quare flat parallel plates is filled v.ith oil. Each
side of the plate is 40 Cill. The thickness of the oil film is 10.5 IDID. The
upper plate which moves at 2 mfs requires a force of 98.1 N to maintain
the speed. Determine:

{1) the dynamic viscosity of the oil in poise and

(2) the kinematic viscosity of the oil in stokes if the specific gravity of
oil is 0.9: (8)

/



~
12. (a) (i) Derive an expressioc for the force exerted on a submerged vertical

plane su:face by the static liquid and also the'equation for posit.ion
of center of pressure. (8)

(ii) A pipe line, 3 m in diameter, contains a gate valve. The pressure at:
the center of the pipe is 19.6 N/cm2• If the pipe is filled with oil of'
density 900 kg/m3, f~nd the force exerted by the oil upon the gate
and position of center of pressure. (8)

(b) (i) With the help of a neat sketch, explain the analytical method for
determination of meta center height of a floating body. (8)

(ii) A uniform body of size, 4 m long x 3 m wide x 2 m deep, floats in
water. What is the weight of the body if the depth of immersion is
1 m? Determine the meta centric height. (8)

13. (a) (i) The velocity potential function, ct>, is given by ct>:::: x2 - y2. Find the
velocity component in x and y direction.' Also, show that <I>
represents a possible case of fluid flow. (8)

(ii) Derive an expression for paraboloid formed by the surface of a
liquid contained in a cylindrical tank which is rotated at a constant
angular velocity about its vertical axis. . (8)

Denve an expression for continuity equation for a
dimensional flow with the help of neat diagram.

three
(8)

(ii) A 40 em diameter pipe, conv<!ylngwater, branches into two pipes of
diameters 30 em and 20 em respectively. If the average velocity in
the 40 em diameter pipe is 3 mis, find the discharge in this pipe.
Also, determine the velocity in 20 em pipe if the average velocity in
30 em diameter pipe is 2 mls. (8)

14. (a) (i) Prove that the velocity through an orifice meter ~s given by the
following relation: (8)

V :::: .J2ih,-
~l-(::J c;

\Vhere, 01 ::::area of pipe

a 0 :::: area of orifice



(ii) An orifice meter with orifice diameter, 9 em, is inserted in a pipe of
20 cm dialneter. The pressure gauge fitted in the upstream and
downs~ream of the orifice meter g1ves readings of 19 N/crn2 and
10 N/cm2• Find the discharge of water through pipe. Coefficient of
discharge for the meter is given as 0.6. (8)

(b) (i) Derive an expression for the force exerted by a flowing fluid on a
pipe bend by using a neat sketch. (8)

(ii) A 20 cm diameter pipe carries water under a head of 15 meters and
\vith a velocity of 3 mls. If the axis of the pipe turm through 45° ,
find the magnitude cu""1ddirection of the resultant force at the bend.

(8)

15. (a) The pressure difference, t,P , in a pipe of diameter. D and length L due to
viscous flow depends on the velocity V. viscosity ~ and density p. Using
Buckingham's 1t-theorem, obtain an expression for t,P. in terms of
dimensionless groups. (l6)'

(b) CD Discuss tte different type of similarities that must exist between
the model and prototype. (8)

(ii) 'The ratio of lengths of a submarine and its model is 20 : 1. The speed
of submarine (proto tYI'B) is 10 mls. The model is to be tested in a
wind tunnel. Fina. the speed of air in wind tunnel. Also, determine
the drag bewreen the model and its prototype. Take the value of
kinematic viscosities for sea water and air as 0.QI0 stokes and
0.016 stokes. The densit.y for sea water and air is given as
1020 kg/m3 and 1.24 kg/m3. (8)
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3. DefIne the continuity equation for compressible fluids and for incompressible
fluids.



11. (i) The space between two square flat parallel plates is filled with oil, of
specific gravity 0.95. Each side of the plate is 720 nun. The thickness of
oil film is 1.5 em. The upper plate, which moves at 3.0 m/sec requires u
force of 120 N to maintain the speed. Determine (1) The dynamic
viscosity of the oil (2) The kinematic viscosity of oil. (8)

(ii) If ¢ = 3xy, find x and y components of velocity at (1, 3) and (3, 3).
Determine the discharge passing between stream lines passing through
these points. (8)

12. (a) (i) Determine the mass density, specific volume and specific weight of
a liquid whose specific gravity is 0.85. (6)

(ii) Calculate the capillary effect in millimetres in a glass tube of 4 rom
diameter, when immersed in (1) water and (2) mercury. The
temperature of the liquid is 20°C and the values of surface tension
of water and mercury at 20°C in contact with air are 0.0735 N/m
and 0.51 N/m respectively. The contact angle for water ()= 0° and
for mercury () = 130°. Take specific weight of water at 20°C as
equal to 9790 N/m3. (10)

(b) A square metal plate 1.8 m side and 1.8 m.mthick weighing 60 N is to be
lifted thiough a vertical gap of 30 mm of infinite extent. The oil in the
gap has a specific gravity of 0.95 and viscosity of 3 N·I-slm2• If the metal
plate is to be lifted at a constant speed of 0.12 mls find the force and
power required. (16)

13. (a) (i) State the Bernoulli's equation and its assumptions for derivation of
Bernoulli's equation. (6)

(ii) The water is flowing through a tapering pipe having diameters
300 rom and 150 rom at sections 1 and 2 respectively. The discharge
through the pipe is 40 litres/s. The section 1 is 10 m above datum
and section 2 is 6 m above datum. Find the intensity of pressure at
section 2 if that at section 1 is 400 kN/m2• (10)



14. (a) A Pelton wheel is to be designed for the following specifications: Power

(brake or shaft) is 9560 kW. Head is 350 m; Speed is 750 r.p.m. ; Overall

efficiency is 85 percent; Jet diameter not to exceed .!. th of the wheel
6

diameter; Determine (i) the wheel diameter (ii) diameter of the jet

(iii) the number of jets required. Take Cv = 0.985 and speed ratio = 0.45.

(16)

(b) An inward flow reaction turbine is supplied 0.233 m3/s of water under a

head of 11m. The wheel vanes are radial at inlet and the inlet diameter

is twice the outlet diameter. The velocity of flow is constant and equal to ,
1.83 mfs. The wheel makes 370 r.p.m. Determine (i) Guide Vane angle

(ii) Inlet & Outlet diameters of the wheel (ill) The width of the wheel at

inlet and exit. Assume the discharge is radial and there are no losses in
wheel. Take speed ratio is 0.7 and neglect the thickness of the vanes. (16)



15. (a) A three-stage centrifugal pump has impeller 400 mm in diameter and
20 mm wide. 'Phe vane angle at outlet is 45° and the area occupied by the
thickness of vanes may be assumed 8 percent of the total area. If the
pump delivers 3.6 m3 of water per minute when running at 920 r.p.m.
Determine (0 Power of the pump (ii) Manometric head and (iii) Specific
speed. Assume mechanical efficiency as 88% and monometric efficiency
as 77% (16)

(b) Describe the principle and working of a reciprocating pump with neat
sketches. (16)
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1. List the phenomena responsible [of capillary rise or fall.

2. Define convective and Ihcal acceleration.

3. Write the condition required for flow to be irrotational.

4. \\Trite the condition needed for the submerged body to be remaining in stable
equilibrium.

5. List the similitude involved in the model analysis.

6. Submarine is tested in the air tU1ll1~1.Ide~ltify the l1lodellaw applicallle.

7. Write the Dupuits equation for Equivalent pipes.

8. 'A 60 mm diameter jet moving at 25 m/s impinge on flat plate. Find the force
ex.erted by the jet on plate.

10. \Vrite the equation for displacement thickness and momentum thickness.

11. At a depth of 2 km in the ocean the pressure is 82.4 x 103 kN/m2. Assume
specific weight at the surface is 10.055 kN/m3 and bulk modulus of elasticity is
2.354 x 109 N/m2 for that pressure. Find

(i) 'What will be the change in specific volume?

(ii) \''hat will be the:specific volume at that depth?

(ill) \\'hat will be thospecif1c weight at that. depth?



Vertical sluice is used to cover an opening in a dam where opening is 2 m
wide and 1.2 m height. On the upstream side of the dam liquid is of
S = 1.45 and it lies upto a height of 1.5 m from the top of the gate, where
as on the downstream side tho available liquid is up to the top of the
gate. Find the resultant force acting on the gate and position of Centre
of Pressure.

(b) Tito velocity component::! in n two (limonsional incompressible flow nre,
II " '1'.1 -I- Ox -' ;:Iy2y; 11nd f) :::: 3.~),2 - 6;)' .- X Ii •

(iii) In ('m:e t.he now iH iI'I'OI.l\t.iOI1HI find the potentinl function and the
ill H':U Ll [, tndiOll at (1, 2).

1;1 fa) Derivu Lhe OllPI'Ossion. [or Euler's equation of motion for a steady flow of
an idt'lIl lluid. Using l':ulor's oqunt.ion derive the Bernoullie's equation
Rilli :,d.al e itH UNf3Ulllpt,ions.

(I!) 1\1 fiO nun '< 7G 111m vent.uri metel" plnced vertically with the throat
~~~Iri 111tll ollo\'o Ute inJeI. CO!lVOYS oil of specific grnvity 0,78 at 29 litlsec.
(~,t1(;,i1ntp 1,11f.' dilferollce (11' pl'OHSUrO botween the inlet and the throat.
Tn 11(1 (,'d ~ (} IJO ,

1t!. (n) Derive the expression for the loss of head due to friction in a pipeline.
Find tho loss of head duo to friction in n pipe of 300 m long and lEiO mm
diameter when the discharge is 2.73 m3/min and the resistance coefficient
f= 0.01.

(b) W8(;or is discharged from a reservoir into the atmosphere through a pipe
:W III long having diameter of 50 mm for 15 III from the entrance and
'lIj 111m fo1' the remainder of its length. Taking into account the loss of
head at entry and at the enlargement, calculate the difference of level
between the surfncc of the reservoir and the pipe exit, which will
maintain a flow of 2.8 liUsec. Take 'f as 0.0048 for the 50 mm pipe and
0.0058£01' the 75 mm pipe.



15. (n) D('riv(' an expression showin!-:" tho wlfltionship !>o(.WOOli tho lr,rqlH' rind
the variables diameter, rotational spIJl'd. ViHCIlHJ I Y illld Ii I 'I lid I.,Y 11'y

Buckingham- n method.

(b) A 7.2 m high and 15 m long spillway discharges 94 m3/s under a hend of
2 m. If a 1 : 9 scale model of this spillway is to be constructed, ddermine
the model law to be used, model dimensions, head at spiliwHY, Ilncl

discharge in the model. If model experiences a force of 'i'Gt1 N ddermillo

force on prototype.
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1. Calculate the capillary effect irt f1 glass tuba of a.5 111lndiameter inllllcrsed in
." -;

mercury having surface tension 0.51 N/m.

(3) List the different types ofmnnonleters.

8. In a pipe of 250 mm diameter and 600 m length an oil of specific gravity 0.9 is

flowing at the rate of 0.045 m3/s. Find the head loss due to friction? Take

4f= 0.02.

Define laminar sub layer. "~!.\..



11. (i) If for a two dimensional potential flow, the velocity potential is giYen by
¢.= x(2y -1). Determine the velocity at the point P( 4,5). Detern.1ine also

] :~. (a) (j) A cubi eal block of 20 em odge and weight of 196 N is allowed to slide
dOWTl n pInt1£' inclinod nt 20° to horizontal on whidl there is thin
I1lIll or oil or viseosity 2. 158x10-liN-s/m2• \Vhat is the terminal
vf~ll)cit,Yl1fbloek if' tho nlth thickness is 0:025 mm? (8)

(Ii) Derive the l!lll1!.itlllILy oquntiol1 tbr Steady incompressible fluid flo,v.
(S)

.•.. ',S

(II) A rnclllllgulul' sluiel! gala having size 1.2mx5m and inclined at 45°, has
IH~en shown in fig. below. Determine the total pressure and force required
to Or)(~n the gate. (16)

13. (a) (i) A block of size 2mx1mx3m floats in water. What is the weight l)t'

block if depth of immersion is a.8m? Also determine the metacentric
height: flnd specific weight of the body. (12)



(b) Vertical pipe carrying oil of specific gTuvlty 0.8. rl\vu proHHlll"O gaugus
have been installed at A & B, whero din!1wl.ol'111'0 tOcm l\J: Hem. i\ i.~j:.~lll

above B. The pressw'o gauge reading hAs shown thnt I:IwPl't~HSUIT' tit 'I I'
is greater than that qt 'A' by O.981N/0l1i~,NOl,1lod lassos. FJnd rate uf'
flow. If U-tube manometer is connocl,ou lillod wil h Hf.\' li'jnd di n(~l'ence in
level of Hg, Assume Cd%.1l0.nU. ( IUi

(b) 1\vo tanks are connected by a pipe system as shown in figure below. Find
the discharge through each pipe. Take f = 0.008 for all pipes. Neglect all
losses other than friction. Take head difference between two reservoirs as
12 m. (16)



15. (a) Derive a fundamental relation for change in pressure of liquid flowing
through a pipe having diameter 'D', length, density, viscosity, roughness
and velocity. Also deduce expression for head loss due to turbulence. (16)

(b) 'l'he ratio of length of submarine and its model is 30 : 1. The speed of
submarine is 10rn/s. '1'he model is to be tested in wind tunnel. Find the
speed of air in wind tunnel. Also determine the ratio if drag force
required between model and its prototype. Take the following data. Sp.
IJravity of Seawater is 0.012 Stokes; Density of Sea,vater is 1030 kglm3

•

Hp. grnvity of Air is 0.012 Stokes, and Density of Air is 1030 kglm3
. (lG)

/ f'; l
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L If the kinematic viscosity and density of a liquid are 5.6 cm2/s and 1200 kg/m2

respecti\'ely, calculate the viscosity of the liquid.

4. Write Bernoulli's equation for the steady flow of an incompressible non-viseous
fluid flowing through a tube.

6. State the Reynold's number range for different 110w regimcH dl.1I"illg flow of"
fluid through u pipe.

7. Define acceleration of a fluid Pftrt{tJle Along Lhl·tJe dil'ocljOI1H.

8. Write the physical significance ot neYI101d'a nlld FOllrdo'f,j numbel's.
:

9. Find the depth of a point below wl'Her aut'face in sea where pressuro Jntl!nsity
.' ,

is 10.25 kg/cm2• Specific gr~vityof s~awater is 1.025.

10. Differentiate between model and prototype.



11. (i) Doline brieOy the following properties of a fluid:

( 1) Vlm:cislty

(~n ()ompt'cssibilit.y

(:1) Sur{uce tension

(4) Vapour pressure

(5) Bulk modulus of elasticity.

(ii) Calculate the pressure within a droplet of water, 0.05 mm in diameter at
20°C, if the pressure outside the droplet is standard atmospht'ric
pressure of 101.3 kN/m2• Given a = 0.0735 N/m for water at 20"C. (6)

.

~~

(b) (i)

~\\,

(ii). \<'J,~)

I :3. (n) (i)

I.il)

Derive an expression for estimating the total pressure on inclined
plano surfaces submerged in a static mass of liquid. (8)

(ii) A triangular gate which has a base of 1.5 m and an altitude of 2 ill

lies in a vertical plane. The vertex of the gate is 1 m below the
surface of a tank which contains oil of specific gravity 0.85. Find the
force exerted by the oil on the gate and the position of the centre of
pressure. (8)

Define 'Meta centre' and 'Metacentric height'. How will YC)l!

doterrnine Lhemctncentric height of a floating body by experiment::,l
method? lS)

A wooden block of rectangular section, 1.25 ill wide 2 ill deep and
4 ill long floats horizontally in sea Water. If the specific gravity of
the wood is 0.65 and water weighs 1030 kg/m3, find the volume of
liquid displaced and the position of the centre of buoyancy. (8)

Derive continuity equation for ~tead'y flow of an incompressiblE'
iluid, flowing throllgh n pipC'. l8)

For n three dinwl1EliollUI flow ficld, the velocity vector,
., C) :l 'l 2 2

\l:c(r~+z")i+(x f:: )j+(x +,Y )k. Find the velocity and
lIcC'I'!erlltlqn orn fluid Plll'f.iclo HI, (1, 2, ~l). (8)

Or

.:1000 Jj IrOB of wal eJ' flnws p(lr minute through a 30 em diameter
piP'l widell Intt~r It·dll\OH to H 1G erq dinmeter pipe. Calculate the
v(~lneiLil'.'1or flow ill tilt! Iwo pipe~. (6)

(jj) Define 'velocity pot.elltial' and 'strenm function'. A stream function
is Ii: [ven by ~/ == 3x 2 - y3. Determine the magnitude of velocity
/'orn pr)rJI~IIt,Hnt t Iw point. (2, 1). (l0!
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Answer ALL Questions 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 Marks) 

1. Define the term continuum. 

2. What is the difference between an ideal and a real fluid? 

3. Distinguish between path lines, stream lines and streak lines. 

4. To what type of flow is the concept of velocity potential and stream function 

applicable? 

5. What are the assumptions made in the derivation of Euler's equation? 

6. Sketch the velocity and shear stress distribution for laminar flow of an 

incompressible fluid through a circular pipe. 

7. Give four examples in every day life where formation of boundary layer is 

important. 

8. What are the characteristics of laminar flow? 

9. What are the applications of model testing? 

10. Enumerate the applications of dimensional homogeneity. 
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PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 Marks) 

11. (a) (i) An open reservoir contains a liquid having density of 1.23 g/cc. At a 

certain point the gauge pressure is 0.31 atmosphere. At what height 

above the given point is the liquid level? (8) 

  (ii) Define Viscosity. Explain the effect of temperature and pressure on 

viscosity of liquids and gases.   (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Explain the characteristics of non- Newtonian fluids in detail. (8) 

  (ii) The velocity distribution for flow over a plate is given by 22 yyu −=  

where u  is the velocity in m/s at a distance y meters above the 

plate. Determine the velocity gradient and shear stress at the 

boundary and 0.15 m from it.   (8) 

12. (a) Derive an expression for the depth of centre of pressure from free surface 

of liquid of an inclined plane surface submerged in the liquid. (16) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Derive the differential equation of continuity. (8) 

  (ii) In a two dimensional incompressible flow, the fluid velocity 

components are given by yxu 4−= and xyv 4−−= . Show that 

velocity potential exists and determine its form as well as stream 

function.   (8) 

13. (a) A drainage pump has tapered suction pipe. The pipe is running full of 

water. The pipe diameter at the inlet and at the upper end is 1 m and  

0.5 m respectively. The free water surface is 2 m above the centre of the 

inlet and centre of upper end is 3 m above the top of free water surface. 

The pressure at the top end of the pipe is 25 cm of Hg and it is known 

that loss of head by friction between top and bottom section is one tenth 

of the velocity head at the top section. Compute the discharge in litre/sec. 

Neglect loss of head at the entrance of the tapered pipe. (16) 

Or 

 (b) Show that the momentum correction factor and kinetic energy correction 

factor for laminar flow through a circular pipe are 4/3 and 2 respectively.  

     (16) 
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14. (a) Explain what you understand by boundary layer thickness and 

displacement thickness. Determine the relationship between the two for 

a boundary layer which is  

   (i) laminar throughout and  

  (ii) turbulent throughout.   

   Assume : 

   (1) in the laminar boundary layer, the flow obeys the law, shear 

stress 
dy

du
µτ =  where µ  is the viscosity, which leads to 

velocity profile 2)()( ykuU −=− δ where U  is the free stream 

velocity, u is the velocity at a distance y  above the plate and 

k  is a constant. 

   (2) the velocity distribution in the turbulent boundary layer is 

given by 
7

1









=

δ
y

U

u
.   (16) 

Or 

 (b) Derive an expression for the calculation of loss of head due to  

  (i) sudden enlargement  

  (ii) sudden contraction.   (16) 

15. (a) Describe Buckingham’s π – theorem to formulate a dimensionally 

homogeneous equation between the various physical quantities effecting 

a certain phenomenon.   (16) 

Or 

 (b) By dimensional analysis, show that the power P developed by a hydraulic 

turbine is given by 







=

gH

DN
fDNP
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ρ  where ρ  – mass density of 

liquid, N – rotational speed, D – diameter of runner, H – working head 

and g – acceleration due to gravity.  (16) 

——————–– 
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